
 

Nourish and strengthen your hair with #Plantur39
#Just2MinutesEveryday

As we age, our hair can change. Everything from the texture, thickness, style and, of course, colour. This means by the
time you hit your early 40s, you could be battling a completely different hair type than what you had in your 20s. From fine,
brittle, colour-treated, stressed split ends, frizziness, dryness, thinning and (the most obvious one) grey strands, finding the
right product that nourishes and strengthens your hair is essential.

Plantur39 is Germany’s #1 hair solution for women over 40*. The haircare range has been scientifically formulated,
ensuring that your hair remains nourished and strengthened.

Phyto-Caffeine shampoo and conditioner for coloured and stressed hair

The Plantur 39 Phyto-Caffeine Shampoo for colour-treated and stressed hair with a phyto-caffeine complex, natural wheat
extracts and panthenol, conditions and repairs the hair in addition to protecting the colour. A damaged hair structure can
be smoothened, providing an intensive shine. Use daily and leave on the scalp for two minutes, from application to rinse.

Phyto-Caffeine shampoo and conditioner for fine and brittle hair

The Plantur 39 PhytoCaffeine shampoo for fine, brittle hair intentionally contains only weakly dosed softening hair
conditioning agents to ensure that your hairstyle retains its volume. Use daily and leave on the scalp for two minutes, from
application to rinse.

Phyto-Caffeine tonic

This Plantur 39 tonic contains a phyto-caffeine complex as well as the hair vitamin niacinamide and zinc for stronger hair.
The Phyto-Caffeine tonic can be even used on the days when you don’t wash your hair. Use the dosage tip to apply the
tonic directly to the scalp and massage it in. Do not rinse out.

Developed by Dr Wolff R&D laboratories in collaboration with the dermatological institute of the Jena University Clinic,
Plantur39 offers a unique Phyto-Caffeine complex to guard against age-related hair loss*, mixing caffeine, zinc and
niacinamide with nature's phytoactive ingredients. The scientifically developed formula goes directly to the root of the
problem if applied topically.

Get nourished and strengthened hair with #Plantur39 #Just2MinEveryday. For more information visit
https://www.plantur39.com/en-za/.

Plantur39 hair products are available in a range of different formats (shampoos, conditioners and waterless tonic) from
selected Clicks and Dis-Chem stores nationwide https://bit.ly/BuyPlantur.
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* without the result of a medical condition.
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ACDOCO SA

ACDOCO SA is a specialist consumer packaged goods distributor centred on the health and beauty
sector. We are a subsidiary of Astley Dye Chemical Co. Ltd, founded in the UK in 1919, and have been in
Southern Africa for over 20 years.
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